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under$ pressure.$ Therefore,$ this$ study$will$ review$and$ clarify$ the$ processes$ through$
which$development$of$real$property$and$urban$public$space$occurs$in$New$York$City.$
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1"This"number"includes"both"private"and"public"investment"projects."
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1.0! INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY 
1.1! INTODUCTION 






















This$ paper$ aims$ to$ explore$ and$ criticize$ the$ processes$ by$which$ this$ development$
project$has$evolved.$It$will$examine$the$project$from$a$historical$context,$and$study$the$
                                               
2"This"number"includes"both"private"and"public"investment"projects."
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role$that$planning$tools$such$as$zoning$have$had$through$its$development.$In$addition$




the$ project,$ the$ paper$ goes$ on$ to$ recommend$ potential$ attributes$ and$ levels$ with$
respect$ to$a$possible$“choice$model”$study$regarding$Phase$II$of$ the$Hudson$Yards$
project.$$
1.2!  OBJECTIVES 
1.2.1! Primary Objective 
This$paper$seeks$to$establish$two$principal$objectives.$The$first$principal$objective$will$
be$to$examine$and$explain$the$tools$and$mechanisms$involved$with$the$development,$
edification,$and$management$of$ land$use$ in$New$York$City.$ It$will$seek$to$provide$a$
modern$ contextualized$ understanding$ of$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$ redevelopment$ and$ its$




1.2.2! Secondary Objective  
The$secondary$objective,$informed$by$the$historical$and$contextual$information$of$the$
primary$objectives,$will$attempt$ to$determine$what$elements$of$ the$urban$ landscape$
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Yards:$ the$ principal$ method$ involved$ a$ bibliographical$ study$ of$ multiple$ sources$
including$ Jstor,$ Google$ Scholar,$ and$ SpringerLink$ Journal$ articles.$ To$ expand$ the$
context$in$which$the$Hudson$Yards$project$is$developing,$a$review$of$the$New$York$City$
Regional$Master$Plan$was$necessary.$This$contextual$information$was$followed$by$a$
direct$ examination$ of$ New$ York$ City$ publications$ related$ directly$ to$ the$ project,$
comprising$of$ the$current$Zoning$Resolution$and$Zoning$Text$of$New$York$City,$ the$























conjunction$with$ the$ various$agencies$and$ commissions$under$ its$ control.$Because$
many$ governmental$ and$ regulatory$ procedures$ are$ involved$ with$ real$ property$
management,$engineering,$and$development,$different$entities$at$the$state$and$local$





The$ administration$ collaborates$ with$ a$ variety$ of$ organizations$ and$ sources,$ and$
considers$ their$ input$ to$ inform$ their$ decisions.$ Depending$ on$ the$ source$ of$ the$
recommendations,$ however,$ governs$ the$ administration’s$ obligation$ to$ implement$
them.$That$is$because$there$are$two$basic$categories$of$plans$in$New$York$City_$binding$
plans$ and$ non`binding$ plans.$ A$ binding$ plan$ is$ one$ whose$ regulations$ and$
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the$ local$ scale,$ it$ opens$ and$ concentrates$ the$majority$ of$ its$ focus$ on$ the$ Zoning$
Resolution$of$1961.$While$the$1961$resolution$is$not$the$original$zoning$plan,$it$included$














regulations$ and$ Floor`Area$ Ratios$ (FAR),$ it$ profoundly$ altered$ the$ way$ cities$ and$
buildings$are$planned$and$managed.$Most$ importantly,$regarding$the$Hudson$Yards$
project,$ it$ laid$the$groundwork$for$ the$creation$of$ the$Special$Hudson$Yards$District,$
which$would$set$the$stage$for$the$Hudson$Yards$development$project.$$
$
The$ New$ York$ City$ Department$ of$ City$ Planning$ (DCP)$ is$ responsible$ for$ the$
overseeing$ the$ land$ use$ management$ and$ at$ its$ disposal.$ The$ DCP$ reviews$ and$
updates$ the$city’s$zoning$maps$and$ texts,$ reviews$zoning$change$applications,$and$
ensures$ the$ completion$ of$ the$Urban$ Land$Use$Review$Procedure$ (ULURP)$when$
necessary.$The$DCP$then$works$together$with$several$other$New$York$City$agencies$
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such$as$the$New$York$City$Department$of$Buildings$(DOB)$to$ensure$the$continued$
successful$ implementation$of$ current$housing$and$zoning$ laws.$The$DOB’s$primary$
responsibility$lies$in$interpreting$and$enforcing$the$zoning$resolution,$issuing$building$











building$ forms.$ Each$ zoning$ designation$ category$ carries$ with$ it$ certain$ standards$
which$ regulate$ all$ building$ and$ land$ use$ design$ features$ including$ setbacks,$
easements,$abatements,$parking$requirements,$and$floor`area`ratios.$Other$regulated$
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air$ quality),$ agencies$ with$ specific$ expertise$ undertake$ the$ administrative$ and$
enforcement$responsibilities$of$the$project.$Also$considered$a$special$situation$is$the$
addition$ of$ Inclusionary$ Housing$ requirements$ in$ a$ project.$ In$ such$ cases,$ the$
Department$ of$ Housing$ Preservation$ and$ Development$and$ the$ DOB$ would$ be$
responsible$for$assuring$compliance$with$all$requirements.$$
$









necessarily$ the$ land$owner.$However,$ for$site`specific$actions,$ it$ is$required$that$ the$
property$ owner$ agrees$ to$ the$ application.$Occasionally,$ the$ Department$ of$ City$
Planning$proposes$zoning$amendments$to$further$promote$positive$growth$and$policy,$
however,$any$zoning$map$change,$ regardless$of$ its$author,$must$undergo$a$ formal$
public$review$process$before$its$adoption$by$the$Zoning$Resolution.$$Approval$requires$
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This$ public$ review$ process$ is$ called$ the$ Uniform$ Land$ Use$ Review$ Procedure$
(ULURP),$which$sets$standards$and$timeframes$for$required$public$participation$in$the$
local$and$citywide$review$process.$Changes$made$to$either$the$zoning$map$or$zoning$
text$ resolutions$ must$ also$ be$ assessed$ for$ environmental$ impacts$ by$ the$ State$
Environmental$Quality$Act$(SEQRA)$and$City$Environmental$Quality$Review$(CEQR).$
2.3! Zoning Tools & Mechanisms of Development $














It$ is$ important$ to$ note$ the$ difference$ between$ building$ area$ and$ constructed$ area.$
Building$area$is$the$maximum$area$a$developer$is$allowed$construct$on$a$plot$of$land$
according$ to$ the$ intended$ use.$ However,$ because$ city$ regulations$ often$ apply,$ the$
constructed$area$may$be$ impacted$by$ such$ things$as$on`site$ parking.$To$ fulfill$ this$
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requirement,$ planners$must$ take$both$ into$account$when$planning$a$project.$Often,$
buildings$with$varying$numbers$of$stories$may$have$the$same$FAR$value,$and$yet$a$
different$ constructed$ area$ because$ the$ FAR$ is$ taking$ into$ account$ square$ feet$ of$
constructed$building,$meanwhile$constructed$area$ is$considering$the$overall$ lot$area$
under$development.$$
2.3.2! Incentive Zoning 
Incentive$zoning$is$a$term$used$to$describe$the$procedure$by$which$the$city$rewards$
developers$for$including$certain$public$amenities$such$as$affordable$(low`cost)$housing$
or$ public$ benefit$ project$ in$ their$ plans.$ These$ rewards$ often$ come$ in$ the$ form$ of$
additional$FAR$bonuses$which$permits$them$to$develop$more$dwellings$or$office$space$
in$exchange$for$these$public$provisions.$There$are$incentive$bonuses$for$the$inclusion$
of$ many$ kinds$ of$ public$ facilities.$ Most$ often$ they$ include$ private$ and$ public$ open$
spaces,$ performing$ arts$ spaces,$ subway$ improvements,$ historic$ preservation$
provisions$and$development,$and$affordable$housing$under$the$Inclusionary$Housing$
Program$(IHP).$
2.3.3! Inclusionary Housing Program (IHP) 
The$Inclusionary$Housing$Program$(IHP)$is$the$tool$by$which$the$city$encourages$the$
economic$ integration$ of$ various$ class$ levels$ in$ areas$ of$ the$ city$ undergoing$ new$
residential$development.$Often$this$tool$is$used$to$promote$social$cohesion$and$prevent$
gentrification$ of$ surrounding$ neighborhoods$ by$ offering$ an$ optional$ FAR$bonus$ to$
developers$in$exchange$for$the$creation$or$preservation$of$affordable$housing$either$on$
or$ off`site$ of$ the$ proposed$ project$ receiving$ the$ bonus.$ The$ Inclusionary$ Housing$
Designated$Areas$Program$by$its$designed$to$encourage$the$creation$and$preservation$
of$affordable$housing$ throughout$New$York$ in$specific$areas$mapped$ in$medium$ to$
high`density$neighborhoods,$especially$ those$being$ rezoned$ to$create$new$housing$
opportunities$such$as$the$Special$Hudson$Yards$District.$These$areas$around$or$within$
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permitted.$ This$ FAR$ bonus$ in$ tandem$with$ a$ variety$ of$ housing$ subsidy$ programs$
provides$an$incentive$for$the$development$and$preservation$of$affordable$housing.$
$
To$ receive$ the$ bonus,$ developers$ must$ apply$ through$ either$ of$ the$ two$ programs$
designed$to$determine$the$eligibility$for$the$IHP$bonus.$These$include$either$the$R10$
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bonus$ floor$ area$ must$ conform$ to$ the$ height$ and$ setback$ provisions$ of$ the$
underlying$zoning$district.$
$




percentage$ of$ units$ to$ be$ apportioned$ for$ middle`income$ households$ if$ a$ larger$
percentage$of$affordable$low$income$units$are$provided.$
2.3.4! R10 Program 
The$R10$Program$ is$ the$original$ Inclusionary$Housing$Program$created$ in$1987$ for$
high`density$R$ (Residential)$ 10$districts$ and$ commercial$ districts$ with$ a$ similar$
R10$density.$ New$ developments$ that$ provide$ affordable$ housing$ as$ per$ the$ ICH$








2.3.5! Transfer of Development Rights / Air Rights 
Development$rights$are$considered$the$maximum$amount$of$floor$area$allowable$on$a$
zoning$parcel.$In$some$cases,$however,$the$actual$built$floor$area$of$a$lot$is$less$than$
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transfer$ of$ development$ rights$ is$ done$ through$ a$ zoning$ lot$ merger.$ A$zoning$ lot$
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building$ is$on$a$corner,$ it$ is$permitted$ to$ transfer$ its$ rights$ to$any$ lot$on$any$of$ the$
opposite$corners.$
2.4! Zoning Resolution Change Procedure 
While$most$development$in$New$York$City$does$occur$“as`of`right”,$occasionally$the$
design$of$a$project$does$not$conform$to$the$designated$land$use$of$that$lot.$Under$these$
circumstances,$ they$ must$ request$ a$ Zoning$ Resolution$ amendment.$ As$ previously$
mentioned,$a$zoning$resolution$change$can$be$proposed$by$anyone$including$the$city$
and$ its$ agencies.$However,$ the$ process$ remains$ the$ same$ regardless$ of$ the$ entity$
proposing$the$modification.$
$
The$process$begins$with$ the$application$phase.$During$ the$application$phase$of$ the$
Zoning$Resolution$modification,$the$developer$typically$has$an$informational$meeting$
with$ a$ city$ planner$ from$ the$ DCP,$ who$ will$ go$ over$ the$ applicant's$ pre`application$
statement.$The$pre`application$statement$is$the$formal$start$of$the$pre`certification$and$
resolution$ change$ process$ and$ provides$ the$ basic$ pertinent$ information$ about$ the$
proposed$ change$ and$ project.$ Following$ the$ pre`application$ statement$ is$ the$
Interdivisional$Meeting$in$which$the$developer$must$present$his$proposed$project$to$the$
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"
Following$ the$ application$ phase$ and$ only$ once$ all$ necessary$ paperwork$ and$
documentation$has$been$submitted$can$the$preparation$of$the$environmental$and$land$
use$ applications$ begin.$ At$ this$ point,$ the$ developer$ must$ submit$ both$ the$ Draft$
Environmental$Analysis$and$the$Draft$Land$Use$Application.$Both$of$these$documents$
will$ be$ reviewed$by$ the$Department$of$City$Planning$who$will$make$comments$and$

















Other$ actions$ subject$ to$ ULURP$ review$ include$ special$ permitting$ and$ land$
reclamation,$discretionary$permits,$and$acquisition,$disposition,$lease,$or$exchange$of$
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owned$property$which$ also$ has$ significant$ land$ use$ impacts,$ or$which$ requires$ the$
preparation$of$an$Environmental$Impact$Assessment.$$
$















all$ the$required$application$materials$ to$ the$affected$Borough$President,$Community$
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Certification(–((
The$Department$of$City$Planning$ is$ responsible$ for$ certifying$ that$ the$application$ is$
complete$and$ready$for$public$review$through$the$ULURP$process.$The$DCP,$however,$
cannot$ certify$ the$ application$ until$ all$ plans$ and$ necessary$ documents$ have$ been$
included$in$the$application,$up$to$and$including$the$City$Environmental$Quality$Review.$$
Once$notice$has$been$ received$ that$ the$Draft$Environmental$ Impact$Statement$has$
been$completed,$the$project$is$eligible$for$approval.$Within$nine$days$of$its$certification,$




to$ hold$ a$ public$ hearing$ and$ submit$ a$ written$ recommendation$ based$ upon$ the$
outcomes$of$the$hearings$to$the$City$Planning$Commission,$the$applicant,$the$Borough$
President,$and$the$Borough$Board.$ULURP$provisions$guide$the$number$of$members$
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one$ community$ district,$ the$ Borough$ Board$ can$ also$ review$ and$ submit$ a$
recommendation$ to$City$Planning$Commission.$As$ is$ the$case$with$ the$Community$
Board$Review,$should$the$Borough$President$fails$to$act$within$the$thirty`day$time$limit,$







residential$ buildings$ are$ all$ actions$ required$ to$ undergo$ a$mandatory$ review$of$ the$
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2.5.1.! ULURP & Public Participation 
Section$2`03$ titled$Community(Board(Actions(of$ the$ULURP4$Rules$and$Provisions,$
lists$the$requirements$and$guidelines$for$the$Public$Review$Process$under$the$Uniform$





















•$ Community( boards( are( also( encouraged( to( publicize(
hearings(by(publication(in(local(newspapers,(posting(notices(
in(prominent(locations,(and(other(appropriate(means.(5
                                               











o$ A( community( board( public( hearing( shall( be( held( at( a(
convenient(place(of(public(assembly(chosen(by(the(board(and(
located( within( its( community( district.( If( in( the( community(






o$ Hearings( shall( be( legislative( type( hearings,( without( sworn(
testimony( or( strict( rules( of( evidence.( Only( members( of( a(
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In$addition$to$a$public$review$portion$of$the$ULURP$process,$the$City$Environmental$
















repositories$ help$ to$ disseminate$ information$ about$ the$ project$ to$ the$ public$ for$
consideration.$The$public$plan$for$the$Hudson$Yards$project$was$developed$as$part$of$
the$ 20$ Hudson$ Yards$ facility$ permitting$ application.$ In$ the$ context$ of$ the$ outreach$
process,$documents$pertaining$to$the$permit$application$are$available$for$public$review$
online$in$addition$to$the$physical$document$repositories.$
2.6! City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) 
Most$land$use$actions$considered$discretionary$by$the$City$Planning$Commission$are$
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$
Typically,$ the$ lead$ agency$ responsible$ for$ undertaking$ or$ approving$ an$ action$ (i.e.$
development,$zoning$change,$special$permits,$and$water$landfills)$determines$whether$
the$action$requires$an$environmental$review$study.$If$so,$the$lead$agency$is$responsible$





All$ applicants$ whether$ public$ or$ private,$ are$ responsible$ for$ preparing$ the$
environmental$analyses$according$to$the$CEQR$Technical$Manual$specifications.$For$
example,$ when$ the$ Department$ of$ City$ Planning$ proposes$ a$ zoning$ map$ or$ text$
amendment,$ they$ are$ required$ to$ disclose$ and$ analyze$ its$ potential$ environmental$
impacts.$The$City$Planning$Commission$as$the$lead$agency$must$then$take$this$into$
consideration$when$it$votes$to$approve$or$disapprove$the$proposal.$The$City$Planning$
Commission$ is$ also$ lead$ agency$ when$ a$ zoning$ amendment$ is$ proposed$ by$ an$
individual$applicant.$
$
Much$ like$ the$ ULURP,$ the$ Environmental$ Review$ Process$ also$ requires$ a$ public$












3.0! HISTORY OF MANHATTAN & THE WEST SIDE YARD 
3.1! Introduction 
The$story$of$Manhattan$is$one$of$evolution$with$humble$beginnings$as$a$local$trading$
post$which$ rapidly$became$a$post`modernist$ landscape$home$ to$millions$of$people.$
When$the$Lenape$Indians$sold$the$island$to$Henry$Hudson$in$1626,$it$would$have$been$
impossible$to$imagine$it$would$eventually$evolve$into$one$the$greatest$cities$on$earth.$
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3.2! Early 19th Century Manhattan  
Before$the$construction$of$the$
Erie$ Canal,$ Manhattan$
struggled$ to$ get$ a$ foothold$ in$
the$ intercontinental$ trade$ of$
the$America’s.$The$dominance$
of$ the$ ports$ of$ Philadelphia$
and$ Boston$ inadvertently$
constrained$its$growth.$During$
the$ American$ Revolution,$ the$
city$ found$ itself$ under$ both$
British$ and$ American$ control,$
and$while$ it$ would$ not$ be$ for$
another$ 100$ years$ before$ it$
could$ compete$ on$ the$ same$
scale$ as$ its$ American$
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During$this$time,$New$York$City$not$only$saw$a$dramatic$increase$in$exports,$but$also$
saw$ growth$ in$ every$ measurable$ category:$ landmass,$ coastline,$ edification$ and$
population,$and$ the$choices$of$ this$era$are$ responsible$ for$ laying$ the$ foundation$ for$





















emigration$ was$ soon$ the$ best$ choice$ for$most$Germans.$With$ the$ development$ of$
steamboats,$the$journey$from$Europe$to$America,$which$had$once$taken$weeks,$could$
be$ undertaken$ in$ under$ ten$ days,$ and$ as$ a$ result$ more$ than$ 5$million$ people$ left$
Germany$for$America$during$the$19th$century.$$
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3.3! Manhattan Expands 
Just$as$Manhattan’s$population$exploded$in$the$early$20th$Century,$so$did$its$coastline.$




substantial$ growth$ regarding$ area$ particularly$ in$ the$most$ southern$ portions$ of$ the$





and$ opportunity,$ the$ city$ government$ found$ land$ reclamation$ as$ a$ solution$ to$ two$
principle$ questions:$ the$ first$ was$ where$ to$ house$ the$ growing$ population,$ and$ the$
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Battery$ Park$ City$ and$ the$
expansion$ of$ the$ West$ Shoreline$
are$ not$ the$ only$ land$ altering$
projects$ undertaken.$ In$ fact,$
Manhattan$ has$ been$ undergoing$
landmass$ changes$ since$ its$
foundation.$ A$ series$ of$ land$
dredging$ projects$ began$ as$ early$
as$ 1646$ when$ Peter$ Stuyvesant,$




Manhattan.$ While$ this$ growth$





began$ in$1934,$meant$a$10`mile$expansion$north$ to$south$of$ the$ island$ founded$on$
landfill$and$relief$platforms.$FDR$Drive$interestingly$enough$was$built$on$debris$from$
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The$ growth$ of$ Manhattan$ over$ the$ last$ 200$ years$ has$ not$ been$ strictly$ limited$ to$
outwards$ growth,$ but$ also$ vertical.$ This$ was$ primarily$ attributed$ to$ the$ new$
advancements$ in$ construction$ techniques$ such$ as$ the$ replacement$ of$ the$ previous$
wood$ trusses$ and$ structures$ with$ steel.$ Steel$ provided$ the$ rigidity$ and$ support$
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study$ trends$ in$ the$ development$ of$ late$ 19th$ Century$ Manhattan.$ Through$ their$
information,$ it$ can$ be$ deduced$ that$ the$ density$ in$ Hell’s$ Kitchen$ and$ Chelsea$
neighborhoods$were$at$their$highest$between$the$years$1880$and$1910.$Since$then,$
the$population$of$Manhattan$has$increased$overall,$while$the$population$density$of$the$
neighborhoods$ has$ decreased$ since$ that$ peak.$ It$ should$ be$ noted,$ however,$ that$
population$and$density$have$increased$in$Hell’s$Kitchen$and$continued$to$grow$steadily$
since$ the$1990s$due$ to$ the$development$and$ revitalization$of$ those$neighborhoods.$
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3.4! The Planned Metropolis 
3.4.1! The Commissioner’s Plan of 1811 














relatively$ unencumbered.$ This$ was$ until$ 1797$ when$ the$ New$ York$ City$ Counsel$
asked$Joseph`François$ Mangin$and$ city$ surveyor$Casimir$ Goerck$to$ survey$
Figure'6.'Viele's'1865'Map'of'Manhattan.'Source:'davidrumsey.com/maps6128.html$
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the$ first$ true$ planned$ form$ to$ the$ city.$ The$












some$ of$ the$ avenues$ proposed$ in$ the$
Commissioners$Plan$were$ suggested$ on$ land$
that$did$not$exist$yet$at$that$time.$This$applied$
directly$to$Twelfth$Avenue,$which$runs$through$
the$ current$ site$ of$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$ project.$
With$this$suggestion$in$mind,$the$state$legislator$
authorized$the$city$to$extend$its$boundaries$400$
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plan,$but$ for$a$ regional$plan$ that$ connected$ the$city$with$ the$greater$ context$of$ the$










throughout$ the$ region.$ Unbeknownst$ to$ its$ proposers,$ this$ plan$ also$ laid$ the$
groundwork$for$the$expansion$and$eventual$sprawl$of$the$urban$environment.$The$plan$
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Street$Corridor”$and$speaks$of$ its$vital$ importance$to$ the$city.$ It$ relates$not$only$ the$
location$of$42nd$Street$as$geographically$fundamental$to$the$city,$but$it$recognizes$its$
economic$and$transportation$significance$to$the$city.$42nd$Street$is$not$only$the$prime$








                                               
13""The"Regional"Plans.""Regional"Plan"Association."Regional"Plan"Association,"Jan."2016."Web."24"May"2016."
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3.5! History of Zoning and City Planning Commission (CPC) 






for$which$ it$would$ eventually$ earn$ its$ name$as$ poverty$ and$ density$ bred$ animosity$
between$ residents$and$soon$often$ riots$erupted.$Soon$after,$ the$neighborhood$was$
ruled$ by$ street$ gangs$ and$ quickly$ gained$ the$ reputation$ of$ being$ one$ of$ the$most$






The$ poor$ housing$ conditions$ which$ bred$ discontent$ soon$ became$ referred$ to$ as$
“tenement”$housing.$The$term$was$used$to$define$buildings$of$multiple$dwellings$built$
for$the$poor$and$contained$few$of$the$amenities$often$found$in$the$apartments$of$the$





                                               
14"Bayor,"Ronald"H.,"and"Timothy"J."Meagher."The"New"York"Irish."Baltimore:"Johns"Hopkins"UP,"1996."Print."
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“dumbbell”$shape,$which$became$iconic$with$tenement$housing,$and$had$little$light$and$






led$ to$ the$ 1901$ New$ Tenement$ Law,$
which$among$other$things,$designated$
areas$ for$ garbage$ disposal,$ the$
creation$of$air$ducting,$natural$lighting,$
and$the$inclusion$of$one$toilet$per$every$
two$ families.$ The$ 1901$ law$ and$ the$
building$codes$it$introduced$went$on$to$
shape$ the$ way$ developers$ designed$
their$ tenements.$ The$ new$ standard$
layouts$typically$came$in$the$form$of$an$
‘H’$or$an$‘L’$shape$allowing$a$sufficient$
amount$open$space$on$ the$ lot.$$ “New$
Law”$ tenements$ were$ also$ often$
constructed$ on$ corners,$ as$ the$ two$
adjoining$ streets$ allowed$ for$ the$
necessary$light$for$each$window,$which$





building$ codes$ and$ land$ use$
regulations.$In$1899$Boston,$an$ordinance$was$passed$limiting$the$height$of$buildings$
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The$ landowner,$ Hadacheck,$ argued$ against$ a$ recent$ ordinance$ that$ he$ claimed$
restricted$the$use$and$sale$of$valuable$clay$deposits$on$his$land.$$He$stated$that$the$
ordinance$would$deprive$him$of$his$use$of$the$property$and$force$him$to$abandon$his$
business.$However,$ the$Supreme$Court$ ruled$ for$ the$municipality$eloquently$stated,$
“There$must$be$progress,$however,$in$its$march,$private$interests$must$yield$to$the$good$
of$the$community.”15$Hadacheck(v.(Sebastian$was$one$of$the$first$cases$to$deal$with$





tallest$ building$ in$ the$world.$ It$would$ also$ be$ the$ source$ of$major$ controversy.$ The$
building,$which$had$no$setbacks$or$easements,$prevented$ light$ from$passing$ to$ the$
street$or$any$building$below$it$for$a$large$radius.$This$unchecked$growth$led$directly$to$
the$1916$New$York$City$zoning$resolution.$The$enactment$of$this$resolution$was$the$
first$ comprehensive$ zoning$ resolution$of$ its$ kind$ in$ the$United$States.$Although$ the$
city’s$development$and$planning$process$under$city$is$the$City$Planning$Commission$
(CPC)$wasn’t$ established$ until$ 1936,$ it$ still$ was$ a$major$ landmark$ in$ city$ planning.$
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The$ zoning$ movement$ was$ led$ by$ two$ advocates$ of$ municipal$ reform,$ George$
McAneny,$and$Edward$M.$Bassett.$McAneny,$the$Manhattan$Borough$President,$also$
became$chairman$of$the$Committee$on$City$Planning.$Bassett,$a$lawyer,$was$appointed$
to$ the$ Public$ Service$ Commission$ in$ 1907,$ and$ became$ vital$ to$ the$ planning$ and$
implementation$ of$ the$ city's$ subway.$ Under$ the$ guidance$ of$ Edward$ Bassett,$ a$
committee$ was$ formed$ tasked$ with$ gathering$ data$ with$ which$ a$ land$ districting$ or$
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rather$ toothless.$ That$ was$ until$ 1926$ when$ Mayor$ James$ Walker$ appointed$ the$




Another$ ten$ years$ would$ pass$ before$ a$ city$ planning$ commission$ would$ finally$ be$
established$ under$Mayor$ Fiorello$ LaGuardia.$ The$ endowment$ of$ the$ City$ Planning$










this$ time,$ newer$ concepts$ were$ being$ considered$ by$ architects$ and$ planners,$
particularly$the$notion$of$trading$floor$area$for$public$amenities,$also$known$as$incentive$






into$ classes$which$ laid$ out$ height$ and$ use$ restrictions.$ The$ reclassification$ of$ land$
prevented$the$ landowner$at$ the$ time,$Ambler$Realty$Company,$ from$developing$ the$
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land$ for$ industrial$ and$manufacturing$uses$as$ it$ had$originally$ intended.$ In$ its$ case$
against$the$city,$Ambler$failed$to$demonstrate$that$the$new$ordinance$did$not$detract$
from$ the$value$of$ the$property.$The$Supreme$Court$ in$ its$ ruling$also$noted$ that$ the$
speculation$asserted$by$Amber$was$not$a$valid$basis$for$a$claim$of$ injury.$By$siding$





as$ use$ regulations,$ bulk$regulations,$ and$ on`site$ parking.$ Most$ importantly$ it$
encouraged$the$creation$of$public$open$space$through$the$concept$of$incentive$zoning.$
Simply$ by$ offering$ potential$ extra$ floor$ space$ through$ an$ FAR$ bonus,$ the$ new$
regulations$ encouraged$ developers$ to$ incorporate$ plazas$ into$ their$ projects.$ In$ the$
central$business$districts,$it$accommodated$a$new$type$of$high`rise$office$building,$while$
elsewhere$in$the$city$it$dramatically$reduced$residential$densities.$
3.6! The Evolution of NYC Transportation 
3.6.1! Elevated Railroads 
The$same$advancement$that$set$the$city$growing$upwards$also$helped$to$propel$it$to$
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Early$modes$ of$ transportation$ such$ as$ elevated$ railways$ originally$ constructed$ and$
operated$by$the$Interborough$Rapid$Transit$Company$(ITC),$who$would$also$go$on$to$
become$the$original$operator$of$the$subway,$were$cable`powered$systems.$The$first$






Electric$operation$of$ trolleys$and$elevated$rail$ lines$quickly$became$popular$as$ they$




systems$ was$ initially$ installed$ in$ London.$ However,$ the$ use$ of$ steam$ required$ the$
burning$of$coal.$This$not$only$caused$toxic$fumes$in$the$confined$space$of$the$tunnel,$
but$was$also$subject$to$potential$explosion.$$$
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resulted$ in$ most$ passenger$
service$ from$ 1871$ onward$ to$
operate$through$Grand$Central$
Station$with$the$West$Side$Rail$
Line$ now$ being$ used$
predominantly$for$freight.$Also,$
the$New$York$Central$Railroad$
Company$ built$ a$ new$ freight$
terminal$ at$ the$ juncture$ of$
Spring$and$Washington$Streets$
which$ was$ connected$ to$ the$
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is$projected$ to$ see$a$ steady$ increase$ in$ ridership$due$ to$ the$planned$expansion$of$
several$lines$including$the$7$Line$extension,$and$ease$of$use.$
3.6.3! The Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) 
The$Metropolitan$Transportation$Authority$(MTA)$is$a$public$benefit$corporation$of$the$
















                                               
19 ""Public" Transportation" for" the" New" York" Region.""The" MTA" Network." The" Metropolitan" Transportation"
Authority,"01"Mar."2016."Web."25"May"2016."
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members$of$the$board,$who$are$appointed$by$the$Governor$of$New$York$State$with$the$
approval$ of$ the$ State$ Senate.$ It$ is$ charged$ not$ only$ with$ the$ development$ and$
implementation$of$transportation$systems$and$networks,$but$also$their$maintenance.$It$
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Also$providing$funding$for$the$MTA$is$the$Mass$Transit$Operating$Assistance$Fund,$is$



















recently$ from$ $2.50$ to$ $2.75,$ an$ express$ service$ ticket$ from$ $6$ to$ $6.50$ and$ the$





at$ $15.$ Toll$ revenue$ however$ only$ accounts$ for$ 12%$ of$ the$MTA’s$ total$ operating$
budget$21.$
$
                                               
21"”MTA"2015"Adopted"Budget"February"Financial"Plan"2015"–"2018.""(2015)."Print."
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In$ summary$ the$ MTA$ currently$ runs$ an$ operating$ budget$ of$ $13.9$ billion$ dollars$













As$ per$ the$Sanborn$maps,$ the$New$York$Central$ and$Hudson$River$Railroad$ now$
consisted$ of$ a$ block$ of$West$ 37th$ and$ 12th$ Ave$ along$with$ their$ existing$ holdings$




NYCHRR$ was$ exponential.$ Rail$ lines$ can$ be$ seen$ expanding$ from$ its$ epicenter$
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The$ site$ of$ the$Hudson$Yards$ project$ has$ been$ that$ of$ a$ freight$ rail$ yard$ since$ its$
inception$ in$ the$1800’s.$This$has$remained$ the$case$even$after$ its$expansion$ in$ the$
1970’s,$which$saw$the$lot$grow$in$response$to$the$Long$Island$Railroad's$logistic$issues$
at$New$York$Penn$Station.$The$Long$ Island$Railroad$(LIRR)$ trains$which$made$ the$
morning$ commute$would$ return$ in$ the$ afternoon$ to$ Long$ Island$ empty$ for$ storage.$
When$the$yard$opened$in$1987,$it$immediately$increased$the$capacity$of$the$LIRR.$$
$
The$ site$ was$ also$ built$ with$ the$ intention$ of$ eventually$ developing$ its$ air$ rights$ by$
allowing$enough$space$between$the$rails$to$accommodate$pylons$on$which$a$future$
platform$could$be$ constructed.$The$platform$was$ intended$ to$ support$ the$weight$ of$
future$development.$Also$planned$for$during$the$expansion$of$the$yard$in$the$1980’s$
was$an$underground$tunnel$between$the$yard$and$Penn$Station.$The$tunnel$was$built$
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 The$West$ Side$ Stadium$was$ proposed$ in$ 2005$ and$was$ to$ be$ built$ on$ a$ platform$
over$the$West$Side$Yard.$The$stadium$would$have$been$home$to$the$Jets$football$team$
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The$ stadium,$ however,$ proved$ difficult$ to$ realize$ because$ it$ would$ have$ required$
major$public$ financing.$ Though$ many$ of$ its$ opponents$ supported$ a$ strategic$
development$ plan$ for$ the$ West$ Side,$ they$ questioned$ the$ economic$ benefit$ of$ a$
stadium.$ Many$ also$ opposed$ what$ would$ have$ been$ the$ public$ subsidization$ of$ a$
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organization$for$development$failed$to$pass$and$so$with$it$the$hopes$a$building$the$new$
stadium.$Consequently,$ the$death$of$ the$project$also$signaled$ the$unlikelihood$of$a$








4.0! THE HUDSON YARDS PROJECT 
4.1! Overview 
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$ Residential$ $ 1.9$Million$/$176,500$
The$Shops$&$Restaurants$ 1.0$Million$/$93,000$
Retail$Pavilion$ $ 50,000$/$4,650$
Hotel$ $ $ 220,000$/$20,500$
The$Shed$$ $ 200,000$/$$18,500(
$





Building! ! ! Floor!Area!(ft/m22)(
Office$$ $ $ 2.0$Million$/$186,000$
Residential$ $ 4.0$Million$/$372,000$
Retail$$ $ $ 100,000$/$9,300$
School$ $ $ 120,000$/$$11,200$
$






4.2.1! The Hudson Yards Development Corporation (HYDC) 











•$ Metropolitan(Transportation(Authority( (MTA),( for( construction( of(
the(No.(7(Subway(extension.(
•$ MTA,(New(York(City(Department(of(City(Planning(and(New(York(
City(Council,( for( planning( and( development( of( the(Eastern( and(
Western(Rail(Yards.(
•$ New( York( City( Law( Department,( for( condemnation( and( other(
property(acquisition.(
•$ New( York( City( Industrial( Development( Agency,( for( financial(
incentive(programs(to(spur(commercial(development.(
•$ New( York( City( Departments( of( City( Planning,( Housing(
Preservation(&(Development,(Parks(&(Recreation,(Transportation,(
Environmental(Protection,(and(others,(for(streets,(parks(and(other(
infrastructure( improvements( and( for( affordable( housing(
development.(
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In$ addition$ to$ working$ with$ the$ various$ entities$ listed$ above$ and$ overseeing$ said$
activities,$the$HYDC$is$also$responsible$for$overseeing$the$sale$of$the$West$Side$Rail$
Yard’s$transferrable$development$rights.$
4.2.2! Hudson Yard Infrastructure Corporation (HYIC) 
The$ Hudson$ Yards$ Infrastructure$ Corporation$ (HYIC)$ is$ a$ local$ public/private$




improvement$ portion$of$ the$Hudson$Yards$project.$ Its$ task$ is$ to$ promote$economic$
development$within$ the$Special$Hudson$Yards$District,$and$ foster$ transparency$and$
cooperation$ with$ all$ other$ public$ and$ private$ actors$ involved$ in$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$
project,$ which$ includes$ the$ Metropolitan$ Transportation$ Authority,$ the$ City$
administration,$ the$ private$ developers,$ and$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$ Development$
Corporation$throughout$the$development$process.$
4.2.3! Related Companies & Oxford Property Group 
In$2008,$Related$was$chosen$by$the$City$of$New$York$after$a$successful$co`bid$with$
Oxford$Properties$Group$to$develop$Hudson$Yards.$Related$Companies,$a$privately$
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In$ 2010,$ Related$ “had$ launched$ a$ fund$management$ platform$ to$ administer$ equity$
capital$ on$ behalf$ of$ sovereign$wealth$ funds,$ public$ pension$ plans,$multi`managers,$
endowments,$Taft$Hartley$plans$and$ family$offices.”28$After$success$working$among$
multi`family$ and$ distressed$ real$ estate,$ Related$ received$ $1.5$ billion$ in$ outside$
investment$capital.$The$ following$year,$Related$purchased$a$stake$ in$Union$Square$




















by$ the$Global$Real$Estate$Sustainability$Benchmark$ for$ the$previous$ two$years$and$
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continues$ to$ introduce$ the$ latest$green$building$materials$and$ technologies$ into$ the$
market$


































4.3.1! The Special Hudson Yards District 
The$ Special$ Hudson$ Yards$ District$ was$ established$ in$ 2005$ to$ encourage$ a$
neighborhood$varied$with$uses,$densities,$and$ residents$while$providing$new$public$
open$space.$At$the$core$of$the$plan$is$the$extension$of$the$Midtown$central$business$







varying$ FARs$ through$ a$ District$ Improvement$ Bonus,$ TDRs,$ as$ well$ as$ the$
reinforcement$of$Inclusionary$Housing$Designated$Areas$Program$that$would$support$
financing$of$capital$ improvements$ to$ the$site.$By$providing$special$ regulations,$FAR$
bonuses,$District$ Improvement$Bonuses$ and$ Incentive$Zoning,$ the$Special$Hudson$
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transit( facilities,( extended( and( improved( subway( lines,(
improved( pedestrian( access( to( mass( transit( facilities,(






public( open( space( and( public( access( areas( through( the(
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to( the( west( by( creating( an( active( and( attractive( business(
district(that(facilitates(pedestrian(access(to(the(Center(






•$ To( facilitate( the( restoration( and( reuse( of( the( High( Line(
elevated(rail(line(as(an(accessible,(public(open(space(through(
special(height(and(setback(regulations(
•$ To( promote( the( most( desirable( use( of( land( and( building(
development( in( accordance( with( the( District( Plan( for( the(
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4.3.2! The Special Clinton District 
The$Special$Clinton$District$was$originally$drawn$ in$1974$and$ later$updated$ in$1990$





Tenth( Avenues.( RS7( density,( 6Sstory( height( limit( on( new(
buildings,( suggested( average( apartment( size( of( two(
bedrooms.(
•$ Perimeter( Area:(Eighth( Avenue,( 42nd( and( 57th( Streets.(




residential( development( only( permitted( in( conjunction( with(
manufacturing(areas.((









                                               
31""Clinton" /" Hell's" Kitchen" Land" Use" @" Manhattan" Community" Board" 4.""Clinton" /" Hell's" Kitchen" Land" Use" @"
Manhattan" Community" Board" 4." NYC" City" Planning" Commission," 21" Oct." 1974." Web." 19" May" 2016."
http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb4/html/land/cpc_hearing_clinton.shtml"
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4.4! Financing the Hudson Yards 
4.4.1! Public Financing 
The$concept$behind$the$public$funding$portion$of$the$Hudson$Yards,$particularly$that$of$





was$ a$ key$ component$ to$ large`scale$ private$ investment$ and$ development$ at$ the$
Hudson$Yards$site.$Because$these$financing$methods$suggest$that$the$improvements$







was$ accompanied$ by$ two$ City$ Council$ resolutions$ (Resolution$ 760/2005$ and$





government,$ in$ this$ case,$ the$ City$ Council,$ creates$ a$ redevelopment$ agency$ (The$
Hudson$ Yards$ Development$ Corporation$ and$ The$ Hudson$ Yards$ Infrastructure$
Corporation).$ The$ agency$ then$ sells$ bonds$ from$ which$ the$ proceeds$ are$ used$ to$
finance$ public$ improvements$ intended$ to$ increase$ property$ values$ and$ eventually$
generate$new$tax$revenue.$$
! 
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own$the$ land$and$are$charged$property$taxes$according$to$the$ laws$set$ forth$by$the$
municipality.$However,$under$a$PILOT$program,$the$city$owns$the$land$and$allows$the$
developer$ to$ develop$ on$ it,$ after$ which$ they$ pay$ a$ reduced$ amount$ to$ the$ agency$
instead$of$the$standard$property$tax$rate.$
$
The$Hudson$Yards$ project$would$ eventually$ see$ a$ return$ on$ its$ investment$ from$ a$
combination$of$PILOT$programs$as$well$as$payments$in$lieu$of$sales$taxes,$payments$





Agency’s$ (NYCIDA)$ Uniform$ Tax$ Exemption$ Policy$ (UTEP)$ designed$ a$ number$ of$
financial$incentives$for$investors.$These$include$real$estate$tax$discounts$in$the$area$of$
the$Special$Hudson$Yard$District$ on$ certain$ commercial$ projects$ expected$ to$ bring$
employment$to$the$area.$$
4.4.2! Private Financing 
The$private$ funding$portion$of$ the$Hudson$Yards$development$project$ supports$ the$
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Because$ of$ the$ enormous$ investment$ required$ for$ a$ project$ of$ this$ scale,$ the$ total$
investment$necessary$has$not$yet$been$achieved.$However,$due$to$some$large$cash$






This$ includes$$2.19$billion$ in$ debt$ from$ lenders$ such$as$Bank$of$America,$Bank$of$
China,$Deutsche$Bank,$Crédit$Agricole,$ and$ the$Commercial$Bank$ of$China.33 Also$








4.5! Public Investment Projects 
The$Hudson$Yards$redevelopment$project,$aside$from$large`scale$private$investment$
in$ construction,$ has$ also$ seen$massive$ investments$ in$ public$ works,$ among$which$
include$mass$transit$infrastructure,$new$parks,$and$new$cultural/recreational$facilities.$
The$following$public$investments$have$already$begun$or$been$completed:$
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Number$7$Subway$Extension$S$$2.4$Billion$
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4.5.1! The Tunnel Box & Gateway Projects 







The$Gateway$Project$plan$was$originally$unveiled$ in$2011,$and$ is$estimated$ to$cost$
roughly$$20$billion$and$15$years$to$complete.$Drew$Galloway,$Amtrak$chief$of$Northeast$
















                                               
35 "Higgs," Larry." "Take" a" Ride" Inside" the" Aging" Hudson" River" Train" Tunnels" That" Would" Cost" Billions" to"
Replace.""NJ.com."NJ"News,"04"May"2015."Web."27"May"2016."
36 "Maag," Christopher." "Officials:" Corporation" Will" Oversee" New" Hudson" Rail" Tunnel;" Feds" Will" Split"
Cost.""NorthJersey.com."The"Record,"12"Nov."2015."Web."27"May"2016."
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Gateway$Development$Corporation$will$ be$ formed$under$ the$Port$Authority$ of$New$
York$and$New$Jersey$(PANYNJ).$The$board$will$comprise$of$PANYNJ$board$members$







budget$ for$ routes$along$ the$Northeast$Corridor$ from$the$rest$of$ its$network,$ thereby$
allowing$them$to$use$any$profits$from$the$NEC$to$be$reinvested$there$rather$than$being$
redistributed$system$wide.$The$ legislation$also$provided$ for$more$ low`interest$ loans$





The$ Tunnel$ Box$ project$ is$ a$ sub`project$ within$ the$ context$ of$ the$ larger$ proposed$
Gateway$Project.$Senator$Chuck$Shumer$of$New$York$was$quoted$in$2012$as$saying$






                                               
37 "United" States." Cong." House" @" Transportation" and" Infrastructure" |" Senate" @" Commerce," Science," and"
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Hudson$ tunnel$and$existing$ tracks$at$Penn$Station.$Construction$of$ the$project$was$
deemed$critical$ to$ the$Gateway$Project$and$had$to$begin$before$ that$of$ the$Hudson$













of$Hell’s$Kitchen.$These$ industries$were$now$not$ only$ located$ close$ to$ a$means$of$
transportation,$but$used$the$Hudson$River$as$a$source$of$water$and$a$receptacle$into$
which$the$tanneries$and$slaughterhouses$could$discharge$their$wastes.$The$arrival$of$
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the$ Financial$ District.$ Since$ 1980,$ however,$ the$ city’s$ population$ levels$ have$
experienced$ rapid$ population$ growth$ and$ has$ led$ to$ the$ city$ reaching$ its$ largest$
population$ ever$ by$ 2015$ with$ 8,550,405.$ The$ city’s$ higher`income$ neighborhoods$
which$ include$Hell’s$Kitchen$ and$Chelsea$ regained$ their$ 1970$ population$ levels$ by$
2000.$However,$ the$population$ in$other$ gentrifying$neighborhoods$ in$2010$was$ still$
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Asians$ composed$ of$ 30%$ while$ Europeans$ accounted$ for$ 19%$ which$ was$ slightly$
higher$compared$with$their$shares$among$all$immigrants$in$the$city.$
$
The$ Dominican$ Republic$ was$ the$ largest$ source$ of$ immigrants$ in$ Manhattan$ with$
109,800,$ or$ 24%$ of$ all$ immigrants.$ The$ Chinese$ accounted$ for$ 14%_$ meanwhile,$
Mexicans$ accounted$ for$ 5%.$While$ the$major$ European$ foreign`born$ groups$ in$ the$
other$boroughs$tend$to$be$Russians,$Ukrainians,$Italians,$and$Poles,$the$top$European$
sources$ in$Manhattan$were$western$European$such$as$Germans,$French,$Spanish,$











Manhattan$ was$ home$ to$ 78,500$ foreign`born$ residents.$ In$ general,$ the$ people$ of$
Chelsea$tend$to$be$predominantly$white$with$62%$of$the$population$being$of$Caucasian$
decent$ which$ is$ high$ compared$ to$ 26%$ average$ citywide.$ Also$ surprising$ is$ Hell’s$




born$ group$ on$ the$ West$ Side$ and$ Midtown$ Manhattan.$ The$ overall$ foreign`born$
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higher`income$ neighborhoods,$ and$ it$ was$ during$ the$ 2000s$ that$ rent$ growth$
accelerated$ dramatically$ citywide.$ Although$ higher$ incomes$ neighborhoods$ did$ not$






However,$ this$ has$ been$ the$ case$ since$ the$ 1970’s.$ Only$ in$ the$ years$ before$ the$
recession$ in$2009$did$ the$share$of$households$ that$ rented$decline.$2006$claims$the$
lowest$rental$rate$of$65.6%$of$households$since$the$mid`1960’s.$
$





least$ $51,080.$ The$ median$ household$ income$ for$ New$ York$ City$ in$ 2014$ was$
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•$ Newspaper$ Advertisements$ regarding$ the$ open$ Public$
Information$Session$in$both$English$and$Spanish$
•$ Complete$State$Facility$Air$Permit$Application$$






As$ part$ of$ the$ PPP,$ the$ 4th$ task$ requires$ the$ establishment$ of$ public$ Document$
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The$information$included$will$be$in$accordance$with$the$established$guidelines$outlined$










so$ as$ to$ give$ stakeholders$ reasonable$ notification$ of$ the$ information$ session.$
Publications$ should$ be$ made$ via$ newspaper$ advertisements$ which$ should$ be$
published$ in$ the$ Chelsea$ Clinton$ News,$ so$ as$ to$ satisfy$ the$ English$ newspaper$




In$ addition$ to$ newspaper$ ads,$ a$mailing$ including$ a$Project$Notice$ announcing$ the$
project’s$PIS,$as$well$as$a$copy$of$the$Project$Fact$Sheet$will$be$prepared$for$the$project$
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This$will$ serve$ as$ the$ project’s$Certification$Document$ and$will$ become$part$ of$ the$
permit$ application.$ $ Once$ complete,$ it$ will$ be$ made$ available$ to$ the$ public$ at$ the$
document$repositories.$$
4.9! Hudson Yards Environmental Impact Statement 
An$Environmental$Impact$Statement$(EIS)$is$a$document$required$by$Federal$and$New$
York$ State$ law$ which$ is$ prepared$ so$ as$ to$ describe$ the$ effects$ of$ proposed$
development$ activities$ on$ the$ environment.$ The$ term$ environment,$ although$ often$
understood$as$meaning$ the$natural$environment,$ in$ this$case,$ is$understood$as$ the$
relationship$of$the$project$to$both$people$and$nature.$Therefore,$the$EIS$must$include$
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can$ be$ made$ regarding$ the$ approval$ of$ development$ or$ modification$ of$ existing$











•$ Social! Impacts$ –$Impacts$ to$ local$ communities$ such$ as$ displacement$ of$
families,$impacts$to$housing$stock,$aesthetic$impacts$or$increase$in$noise.$
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the$ land$ use$ of$ the$ site.$ In$ fact,$ the$ EIS$ states$ that$ “The$ Proposed$ Action$ would$
significantly$ improve$ conditions$ in$ the$ Project$ Area,$ would$ not$ result$ in$ significant$
! 
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adverse$impacts$to$land$use,$and$would$be$consistent$with$zoning$and$public$policies$
affecting$ the$ study$ areas.”41$Although$ the$ project$ is$ not$ currently$ located$within$ the$
Coastal$ Zone$ boundary,$ a$ pending$ revision$ to$ the$ Coastal$ Zone$ boundary$ would$










In$ the$State$of$New$York,$a$socioeconomic$assessment$ should$be$conducted$ if$ an$
action$may$ reasonably$ be$ expected$ to$ create$ substantial$ socio`economic$ changes$








•$ The$ development$ of$ 200$ residential$ units$ or$ more$ or$ 200,000$
square$ feet$ (sf)$ or$ more$ of$ commercial$ use$ that$ is$ markedly$
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different$ from$ existing$ uses,$ development,$ and$ activities$ in$ the$
neighborhood.$$
•$ The$ development$ of$ 200,000$ sf$ or$ more$ of$ retail$ on$ a$ single$






According$ to$ the$EIS,$ “The$Proposed$Action$would$not$ result$ in$ significant$adverse$
socioeconomic$impacts$related$to$direct$or$indirect$residential$displacement,$to$direct$
or$ indirect$ business$ and$ institutional$ displacement,$ or$ to$ specific$ industries.$ The$
Proposed$Action$would$result$in$substantial$economic$activities$and$benefits$that$would$
accrue$ to$ the$New$York$City$ and$New$York$State$economies.”44$Also,$ because$ the$
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23$acres.$However,$there$would$be$expectations$that$the$development$would$increase$







A.$ Farley$ Building$ and$ St.$ Raphael’s$ Catholic$ Church.$ As$ per$ the$ EIS$ report,$ “St.$
Raphael’s$would$be$affected$by$incremental$shadows$during$the$2025$Future$with$the$
Proposed$Action.$The$rose$windows$would$be$affected$by$a$significant$adverse$impact$
from$ additional$ shadows$ resulting$ from$ the$ projected$ 500`foot$ residential$ tower$
between$ West$ 40th$ and$ 41st$ Streets$ and$ the$ commercial$ and$ residential$ towers$
projected$on$Tenth$and$Eleventh$Avenues$between$West$38th$and$39th$Streets.”45$The$
EIS$goes$on$ to$say$ “Mitigation$measures$ for$each$of$ these$historic$ resources$were$
considered,$ including$ the$ reduction$ of$ the$ heights$ of$ the$ projected$ developments$





to$ see$ significant$ adverse$ affects$ on$ its$ structure.$ The$ EIS$ explains$ that$ although$
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north$ of$ West$ 30th$ Street$ and$ west$ of$ 11th$ Avenue.$ Mitigation$ suggestions$ have$
included$photographic$documentation$and$salvage$of$the$sections$removed.$$
@$ Urban$Design$and$Neighborhood$Character$




no$ significant$ adverse$ impacts$ on$ visual$ resources.$ The$ Proposed$ Action$ would$
fundamentally$ alter$ and$ dramatically$ improve$ the$ urban$ form$ of$ the$ Project$ Area,$
replacing$drab$and$underutilized$urban$landscape$with$a$mix$of$new$office,$residential,$
convention,$entertainment,$and$recreational$facilities,$and$a$substantial$amount$of$open$
space$ integrated$ into$ the$ built$ environment”.47$The$ EIS$ goes$ on$ to$ state$ that$ “The$




@$ Natural$ Resources,$ Waterfront$ Revitalization$ Program,$
Infrastructure,$Solid$Waste$and$Sanitation$&$Energy$
As$per$Natural$Resources,$Hazardous$Materials,$Waterfront$Revitalization$Program,$
Infrastructure,$ Solid$ Waste$ and$ Sanitation$ &$ Energy,$ the$ EIS$ suggests$ that$ the$
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The$ development$ process$ would$ have$ negative$ traffic$ impacts$ as$ well$ as$ adverse$
impacts$relating$to$individual$subway$stations,$bus$routes,$and$pedestrian$features$in$
2010$and$2025,$however,$ the$majority$of$ these$ impacts$could$be$mitigated$ through$
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old$ neighborhood,$ the$ first$ thing$ that$ comes$ to$ the$mind$of$most$ public$ awareness$
advocates$is$the$term$“gentrification”,$and$it$certainly$was$no$different$for$Juliet$Kahne$
of$ the$ NGO,$ Project$ for$ Public$ Spaces.$ Gentrification$ is$ the$ term$ to$ describe$ the$
displacement$of$long$established$businesses$and$residences$as$a$result$of$increased$
property$ values.$ In$ her$ article$ titled$ “Does$ Placemaking$ Cause$ Gentrification?$ It’s$
Complicated”,$ Kahne$ observes$ that$ “when$ local$ officials,$ developers,$ or$ any$ other$
siloed$ [sic]$ group$ prescribe$ improvements$ to$ a$ place$ without$ working$ with$ the$
community,$no$matter$how$noble$those$groups’$ intentions$may$be,$ it$often$alienates$
locals,$provokes$ fears$of$gentrification,$and$ increases$ the$ feeling$and$experience$of$







the$ city$ whose$ primary$ character$ has$ been$ characterized$ by$ low`rise$ apartment$
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development$ of$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$ “would$ not$ result$ in$ significant$ adverse$
socioeconomic$impacts$related$to$direct$or$indirect$residential$displacement,$to$direct$
or$ indirect$ business$ and$ institutional$ displacement,$ or$ to$ specific$ industries.$ The$
Proposed$Action$[Hudson$Yards$Development]$would$result$ in$substantial$economic$
activities$and$benefits$ that$would$accrue$ to$ the$New$York$City$and$New$York$State$








amount$ of$ new$ residential$ and$non`residential$ development$would$be$added$ to$ the$
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Infrastructure$Corporation$be$unable$ to$generate$ the$required$revenues$to$meet$ the$
interest$payments$on$the$bonds.$In$short,$if$the$project$is$unable$to$self`sustain$itself$as$
promised$ by$ the$ Bloomberg$ administration,$ the$ taxpayers$ will$ fund$ the$ difference.$
Therefore,$the$additional$money$will$be$drawn$from$the$city$budget,$which$it$has$done$
already$between$2006$and$2012,$when$the$city$gave$the$Hudson$Yards$Infrastructure$
Corp.$ $137$ million$ from$ the$ general$ city$ discretionary$ budget$ to$ help$ cover$ the$




term$ ramifications$ as$ policy$ makers$ and$ officials$ must$ also$ consider$ the$ costs$ of$




Parks,$ who$ was$ quoted$ saying,$ “The$ big$ concern$ is$ that$ already$ the$maintenance$
budget$has$not$kept$up$with$the$existing$supply$of$parkland,$much$less$being$enough$
for$additional$parks.”56$This$is$of$particular$concern$regarding$the$Hudson$Yards,$which$
by$ its$ completion$ will$ have$ added$ 14$ acres$ of$ open$ public$ space$ which$ will$ be$
maintained$using$an$already$dwindling$budget.$According$to$the$Wall$Street$Journal,$
public$money$available$to$take$care$of$the$already$existing$30,000$acres$of$city$parkland$
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project.$ These$ claims$ are$ supported$ by$ the$ EIS,$ which$ states,$ “total$ capital$
expenditures$of$approximately$$23.5$billion$through$a$combination$of$public$and$private$






claims.$ The$ report$ states,$ “The$ Hudson$ Yards$ Infrastructure$ Corporation$ (HYIC)$
collected$higher$than$anticipated$revenues$from$development$this$year—$although$still$
well`below$ initial$ forecasts—allowing$ the$ city$ to$ eliminate$ its$ $58.1$ million$ interest$
support$payment$planned$for$2018$and$reduce$an$$89.8$million$payment$budgeted$for$
2019$ to$$26.8$million.”58$While$ the$project$ is$ in$ fact$ generating$a$ certain$amount$of$
revenue,$it$continues$to$put$the$city$at$a$substantial$loss.$Hopes$by$both$supporters$and$
critics$ is$ that$ the$ initial$ estimates$by$ the$EIS$are$ correct,$ and$ that$ its$ revenues$will$
exceed$ its$ expenditures,$ otherwise,$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$ project$ could$ come$ at$ a$
substantial$cost$to$taxpayers$for$many$years$to$come.$$
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An$additional$criticism,$ this$ time,$offered$by$ the$Hudson$Yards$Community$Advisory$
Committee$(HYCAC),$suggests$that$the$site$density$of$the$project$is$far$too$high.$In$an$
open$letter$to$the$MTA,$the$HYCAC$writes,$“The$base$floor$area$ratios$(FARs)$of$11$on$
the$ Eastern$ Rail$ Yard$ (”ERY”)$ and$ 10$ on$ the$ Western$ Rail$ Yard$ (”WRY”)$ seem$
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During$ the$public$ review$and$comment$meeting$of$ the$Draft$Generic$Environmental$
Impact$Statement$(DGEIS)$published$in$June$2004$for$the$No.$7$Subway$Extension$
and$Hudson$Yards$Rezoning,$many$groups$came$out$in$support$and$opposition$of$the$
planned$ development.61$Community$ Board$ 4$ and$ the$ Hell’s$ Kitchen$ Neighborhood$
Association$both$came$out$in$strong$opposition$to$the$project$citing$many$negative$or$
adverse$consequences$of$development.$Adverse$effects$of$ the$project$ including$ the$
construction$ of$ excessive$ amounts$ of$ commercial$ space,$ failure$ to$ include$ enough$
protected$and$inclusionary$housing,$the$accelerated$gentrification$and$displacement$of$
existing$low`$and$middle`income$residents,$and$a$reduction$of$access$to$the$waterfront.$
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In$ a$ non`surprising$ manner,$ all$ of$ these$ comments$ were$ refuted$ by$ the$ Hearing$
Committee$as$per$the$Environmental$Impact$Statement.$
$




to$ implement$ such$ refinements,$ such$ requested$ improvements$will$ only$ strengthen$







reconsideration,$ the$ emphasis$ now$ that$ the$ project$ is$ underway$ should$ be$ on$
redeveloping$ the$planning$process.$This$would$help$ to$prevent$ future$projects$ from$
committing$the$same$mistakes$as$this$one.$$
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The$impact$of$what$some$would$deem$as$bias$is$even$more$influential$in$cases$where$
the$public$ relies$on$a$government$agency$ to$ interpret$ the$data$and$work$ in$ its$best$
interest.$Not$only$does$this$erode$confidence$between$the$government,$its$officials$and$





Statement$ is$ produced$ by$ a$ government$ agency,$ and$ the$CPC$ is$ under$ the$ direct$






keep$ this$ in$ mind$ while$ examining$ the$ statements$ made$ by$ the$ EIS$ and$ the$$
observations$were$regarding$the$Hudson$Yards$EIS:$
$
In$ the$ Final$Generic$ Environmental$ Impact$ Statement$ (FGEIS),$ the$ impression$ the$
report$gives$is$one$of$an$advertisement$for$the$Hudson$Yards$project$by$understating$
the$ adverse$ impacts$ while$ overstating$ the$ positive$ ones.$As$ explained$ in$ the$ last$





However,$ the$FGEIS$ for$ the$ rezoning$project$ fails$ to$ fully$consider$ the$ fact$ that$ the$
single$largest$redevelopment$project$in$the$history$of$the$United$States$is$most$likely$
going$change$not$only$the$character$of$ the$site,$but$also$the$neighborhood,$and$the$
way$ that$ citizens$ interact$ with$ it.$ Unfortunately,$ there$ were$ perhaps$ several$
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not$ direct.$ While$ the$ development$ of$ the$ Eastern$ Rail$ Yard$ will$ not$ yield$ a$ direct$
connection$ with$ the$ waterfront,$ the$ development$ of$ the$ Western$ Rail$ Yard$ will,$
irrespective$of$the$highway.$It$would$not$only$be$to$the$benefit$of$the$city$to$acknowledge$
this$connection,$but$it$would$do$the$developers$well$to$tie$their$project$more$closely$to$
the$ proposed$ Hudson$ River$ Park.$Acknowledging$ this$ connection,$ however,$ would$





the$ proposed$ development$ project$ suggests$ that$ it$will$ have$ no$ significant$ adverse$
effects$on$the$zoning$and$land$use$when$compared$to$the$no$action$condition.$As$stated$
in$the$EIS,$the$project$“would$greatly$improve$conditions$in$the$Project$Area,$and$would$
not$ result$ in$ significant$ adverse$ impacts$ to$ land$use,$ and$would$ be$ consistent$with$
zoning$and$public$policies$affecting$the$study$areas.”$This$statement$is,$of$course,$true$




On$ its$website,$www.hudsonyardsnewyork.com,$ the$project$claims$ to$ “create$a$new$
neighborhood$ from$ the$ ground$ up.”$The$ sheer$ action$ of$ “creating$ a$ neighborhood”$
would$carry$substantial$and$significant$socio`economical$ramifications.$This$is$not$to$
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create$17,560,000$square$feet$across$14$acres.$$Therefore,$ it$ is$ in$the$option$of$this$
paper$ that$ the$ implications$for$ infrastructure,$waste,$and$energy$facilities$have$been$
grossly$understated.$$
$

















While$ the$ EIS$ is$ unashamedly$ in$ favor$ of$ the$ rezoning$ and$ redevelopment$ of$ the$
Hudson$Yards,$the$belief$that$the$creation$of$a$$25$billion$project$hailed$as$“a$city$within$
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and$economically$ vibrant$ community$ that$ is$ inclusive$ and$ responsive$ to$ all$ citizens$
regardless$of$their$background$or$economic$situation.$Unfortunately,$it$is$the$opinion$of$
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not$require$changes$to$the$zoning$resolution$or$other$large$scale$capital$improvements,$
many$ times$ the$ CPIP$ is$ the$ only$ opportunity$ the$ community$ has$ at$ being$ heard$
regarding$development$and$design$of$their$neighborhood$parks.$$
$










discussions,$nor$ is$ there$ interaction$with$all$members$of$ the$community$particularly$









failure," as" requiring" public" input" would" surely" encourage" neighborhoods" to"
respect"and"value"their"open"spaces"through"equity"and"personal"investment."In"
cases"where"public"input"is"accepted"through"the"CPIP,"the"recommendations"
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comment"/"review"stage,"the"general"designs"have"already"been"submitted"and"




Parks$ and$ open$ space$ would$ certainly$ benefit$ from$ an$ expansion$ of$ community$
involvement,$ particularly$ through$ the$ channels$ of$ the$ Community$ Boards.$
Unfortunately,$more$community$involvement$would$not$be$enough.$It$is$also$important$
to$include$planning$sessions$early$in$the$process$to$avoid$wasting$time$on$designs$that$
won’t$ fit$ the$ community’s$ needs,$ as$ well$ as$ several$ times$ throughout$ the$ project’s$
development.$This$would$most$likely$give$the$community$the$feeling$of$equity$as$well$
as$continued$interest$in$the$development$of$public$works.$






correlations$ between$ a$ good's$ various$ attributes.$ In$ doing$ so,$ the$ model$ aims$ to$
establish$ the$ willingness$ of$ consumers$ to$ pay$ for$ those$ attributes,$ making$ choice$





Currently,$ choice$ modeling$ methods$ such$ as$ discrete$choice$ models,$ contingent$
choice$models,$and$qualitative$choice$models$have$all$been$used$to$study$consumer$
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studies$ the$ respondent’s$ expressed$ preference$ for$ those$ goods.$ The$ second,$




While$ choice$models$are$ considered$one$of$ the$best$ways$ to$ research$ consumers’$
preferences$ of$ market$ goods,$ the$ strength$ of$ the$ model$ comes$ directly$ from$ the$
designer’s$ability$to$determine$and$present$the$most$relevant$attributes.$This,$of$course,$




The$purpose$of$ the$following$chapter$will$be$ to$suggest$ the$attributes$and$ levels$ for$
potential$ choice$ models,$ justify$ their$ application$ to$ the$ project,$ and$ their$ possible$
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6.2! Theoretical Framework 
When$ talking$ about$ choice$ modeling,$ in$ particular,$ discrete$ choice$ modeling,$ it$ is$
















respondents$ of$ a$ survey$ are$ asked$ to$ choose$ from$ any$ number$ of$ predetermined$
options$ containing$ levels,$ and$within$ each$ level,$ a$ number$ of$ attributes.$ Using$ the$
respondent’s$answers,$researchers$can$then$determine$each$of$the$attribute’s$utility,$





being$ described$ are$ products$ of$ those$ collective$ attributes.$ Therefore,$ deciding$ the$
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proper$selection$of$ levels$and$attributes$becomes$critical.$Therefore,$when$a$choice$



















it$ flexible$ as$ an$ urban$ development$ tool.$ Methods$ include$ both$ in$ person$ (CAPI)$
distribution$ and$ online$ distribution$ methods.$ CAPI$ methods$ offer$ the$ advantage$ of$
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availability$ of$ large$ quantities$ of$ data,$ which$ can$ provide$ the$ benefits$ of$ modeling$
without$ the$ need$ for$ high$ data$ input$ making$ it$ applicable$ to$ most$ projects.$
Consequently,$ the$ levels$and$attributes$must$be$carefully$ considered$and$weighted$
considering$ the$ context$ into$ which$ the$ design$ is$ being$ proposed.$ This$ makes$
development$ an$ excellent$ example$ of$ a$ compound$ good$ of$ multiple$ and$ varying$
attributes,$ thereby$suggesting$ that$ the$use$of$conjoint$analysis$ in$ the$case$of$public$












of$ the$ development$ with$ three$ levels:$ private,$ public$ or$ publicSprivate$
partnership.$
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2.( Connection$ to$ the$Hudson$River$&$Proposed$Hudson$River$Park:$Option$ to$




















to$ develop$ the$ project_$ the$ administration,$ represented$ by$ the$ Department$ of$ City$
Planning,$ City$ Planning$ Commission,$ Department$ of$ Buildings,$ Hudson$ Yards$
Infrastructure$ Corporation,$ and$ the$ Hudson$ Yards$ Development$ Corporation.$




taxpayers.$ It$ means$ that$ the$ public$ has$ no$ cost$ burden$ in$ the$ construction$ and$
development$ of$ the$ project.$ Negative$ consequences,$ however,$ include$ lack$ of$
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administration’s$ open$ space$ investment$ projects$ currently$ being$ designed$ and$





Criticisms$ of$ the$ project$ have$ come$ from$ many$ members$ of$ the$ community.$ One$
particular$criticism$is$the$scope$and$scale$of$the$project,$which$some$claim$is$too$big$
and$divides$ the$ site$ from$ the$ rest$ of$ the$ city.$Because$of$ the$massive$ scale$ of$ the$
project,$ it$ is$ seen$ by$ community$ members$ as$ ruining$ the$ character$ of$ the$ historic$
neighborhood.$Also,$the$project$has$been$advertised$as$“a$city$within$a$city.”$$In$this$
context,$the$inclusion$of$this$attribute$could$include$two$different$levels,$the$first$of$which$
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because$ the$ construction$ of$ the$ project$ and$ its$ facilities$ is$ focused$ more$ on$ the$
development$ of$ the$ area$ as$ a$ commercial$ center,$ not$ a$ residential$ center,$ and$
therefore,$the$creation$of$any$public$open$spaces$were$designed$with$the$intention$of$
providing$ employees$ with$ a$ place$ to$ enjoy$ their$ lunch,$ not$ participate$ in$ active$
recreation.$ However,$ because$ there$ has$ been$ a$ proposed$ Public$ School$ to$ be$












The$ second$ would$ be$ for$ the$ reuse$ or$ inclusion$ of$ the$ salvaged$ portion$ in$ the$
development$of$the$park.$This$could$include$the$removal$and$relocation$of$the$track$in$
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6.! Cost$and$Concessions$











The$Hudson$Yards$ is$undoubtedly$a$project$which$ is$ indicative$of$ the$changes$and$
challenges$that$New$York$City$has$and$will$overcome$in$the$coming$years.$Historically,$
the$city$has$found$itself$at$the$crossroads$of$people$and$ideas,$evolving$to$become$the$






to$ include$ the$ public$ in$ development$ projects,$ particularly$ those$ of$ this$ scale.$ The$
current$ project$ notwithstanding,$ there$ are$ evident$ flaws$ in$ the$ planning$ and$
development$ process$ in$ New$ York$ City,$ which$ include$ a$ heavy$ reliance$ on$ the$
Environmental$Impact$Statement$in$the$decision`making$process.$Failures$also$include$
the$ disenfranchisement$ of$ the$ general$ public$ throughout$ both$ the$ design$ and$
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play$ an$ important$ role$ in$ the$ development$ of$ the$ urban$ parkland.$ While$ one$ can$
confidently$ say$ that$ applying$ a$ choice$model$ experiment$ could$ potentially$ increase$
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Depending$on$how$ the$ researchers$ choose$ to$ combined$ features,$ researchers$ can$
infer$ the$ preferences$ that$ respondents$ assigned$ to$ the$ individual$ features$ of$ the$









effect$ on$ consumer$ choice.$ Earnhart$ also$ chose$ to$ cross`reference$ the$ structural$
components$of$housing$with$neighborhood$and$environmental$characteristics.$Using$





•$ Demonstrate$potential$disinterest$ in$a$ specific$ choice$or$ set$of$ choices$
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sector.$ $ In$ their$ 2013$ study$ published$ by$ the$ Journal$ of$ European$ Real$ Estate$
Research,$ Carlos$ Marmolejo$ and$ Manuel$ Ruiz`Lineros$ examined$ the$ potential$ of$
conjoint$analysis$in$the$case$of$a$former$industrial$site$once$owned$by$Pirelli$Tires$in$
Manresa,$Spain.$Using$CA,$their$results$helped$to$conclude$with$95%$accuracy$that$











conjoint$ measurement$ can$ be$ used$ to$ validly$ determine$ the$ importance$ of$ vacant$
residential$land$attributes$to$purchasers.$The$attribute$importance$and$price$information$
is$ particularly$ useful$ to$ estimators$ when$ valuing$ property$ affected$ by$ land$





environmental$ impact$ of$ wind$ farms.$ Álvarez`Farizo$ and$ Hanley,$ using$ conjoint$
analysis,$determined$that$methodologically$speaking$“choice$experiments$gave$higher$
estimates$ of$willingness$ to$ pay$ to$ prevent$ environmental$ damages$ than$ contingent$
                                               
66"Marmolejo@Duarte,"Carlos,"and"Manuel"Ruiz@Lineros.""Using"Choice@based@experiments"to"Support"Real"Estate"
Design"Decisions.""Journal"of"European"Real"Estate"Research"6.1"(2013):"63@89."
67 "Bond," Sandy."Conjoint" Analysis:" Assessing" Buyer" Preferences" for" Property" Attributes" to" Assist" with" the"
Estimation"of"Land"Contamination"Stigma."Thesis."Curtin"University"of"Technology,"n.d."N.p.:"n.p.,"n.d."Print.""
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While$ the$ focus$ of$ Álvarez`Farizo$ and$ Hanley’s$ study$ was$ the$ environmental$
preference$with$regards$to$the$impacts$of$wind`farms,$this$method$can$also$be$used$to$
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Neighborhood" Plan" for" the" Hillcrest" Community."" Public" Participation" Plan" Certification"
Document"(n.d.):"n."pag."State"Facility"Air"Permit"Application."Hudson"Yards"Gen@Par,"LLC,"Aug."
2015."Web."17"June"2016."
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